
IS YOUR  
IT ROOM  
AN EYESORE? 

The truth about 
IT rooms

If you aren’t working in an enterprise-level data center, there is a 
chance you are working out of a closet or a room that wasn’t initially 
designed to house IT equipment. Even larger businesses that have 
remote enterprise data centers are often functioning out of IT or 
server rooms locally.

While you may not have much control over your building, the room 
still matters. Make the most of the space you’re given, and you will 
protect your company and customers from unnecessary downtime.

Common challenges that are risking uptime:

•  Lack of security. Even if you have a room that has locks and
alarms, is your company using them to their potential and
following procedures to monitor who goes in and out of the
room?

•  Untrained staff. It isn’t enough to just have one person in the
company who is trained to handle the equipment within your IT
room. What if that person is unavailable or incapable of coming in
when a disaster strikes?

•  Mother Nature. Whether or not you’re in a seismic zone or
another area prone to natural disasters, you should consider the
effects of storms and power outages can have on a business.

•  Unorganized cabling and environmental hazards. Tangled
cabling and unsafe rigging of electrical equipment is commonly
found and easy to remedy. It can take significant time and effort,
but the time and effort you will save on the backend will be well
worth it. It’s also worth noting that you want customers and
senior management who walk by the area to be impressed by the
organization and professionalism of the room.

•  Inadequate power infrastructure. Power protection is more than
just a UPS, but it’s common to see little to no protection for the IT
equipment in your network environment, which leaves the
business with a very high risk of failure.

•  Limited management capability (both onsite and remote
management). Lack of visibility into what is going on in your
closets can result in your network going down unexpectedly.




